Date: June 28, 2018

Track: Gulfstream Park

By Mike Welsch
BEST BET: Untruthful Sonnet (1st race)
First Race
1. Untruthful Sonnet

2. Shez a Great One

3. Unstablenthemornin

UNTRUTHFUL SONNET, the day's best, exits a huge main track win in which she recovered from a horrendous start to circle field a
as much the best to finally earn her diploma. Returns to the turf in a field loaded with speed. Should be along in time. SHEZ A GREAT
ONE made a four wide move around the second turn, lugged in on the wrong lead through mid-stretch and was eased late vs. same kind
days earlier, could be a bit of a sleeper with better handling. UNSTABLENTHEMORNIN a giant question mark having not beaten a h
3 tries on grass since haltered by present connections but barn to hot to ignore on drop to this level.
Second Race
1. Sal's Jet

2. Yes Darlin

3. Silver Shalis

SAL'S JET a major disappointment last time now dropping to weakest level yet for high percentage barn. Jaramillo stays. One more
chance. YES DARLIN faded late as the odds on favorite vs. same kind in latest but hard to leave out of the equation with this group. S
SHALIS another getting some class relief, ran well enough with this kind during Championship meet to toss in equation.
Third Race
1. Mahvelous Kitten

2. American Frolic

3. Nile Rising

Not much separating many of the major contenders, stabbing with MAHVELOUS KITTEN who continues to hold form nicely at this
time. AMERICAN FROLIC also a very consistent sort from a Beyer standpoint on grass. Was hung wide both turns in the Honey Ryd
Back to more suitable spot today. NILE RISING continues to improve with every start. Young horse could be dangerous with another
move.
Fourth Race
1. Early Entry

2. Piloting

3. French Quarter

EARLY ENTRY hard used contesting pace before fading late as 6-5 choice vs. perhaps a notch better making just second start of his f
cycle. Third could be the charm if able to avoid another potentially suicidal duel with speedy Coronado Again. PILOTING has been fr
since haltered by present connections in late March and might just have the best late kick of the bunch. Another classy old sort eligible
up with a big effort off the claim. FRENCH QUARTER finished just behind preferred choice after engaging that one from the outset o
might just sit a stalking trip from outside post in rematch.

Fifth Race
1. Ox Bro

2. Freudian Fall

3. Kikinboy

OX BRO has been gelded while also getting a set of blinkers for plunge to cheapest level yet all of which might add up to a return to w
circle for the grey gelding. Could prove controlling speed from outset breaking on rail in a relatively pace less affair. FREUDIAN
FALL comes off arguably his best yet when just hanging a tad at the end after making a five wide run to contention last time. Could be
on a win at this level. KIKINBOY came from far back to upset same bunch including Freudian Fall on 6/2 but poorly drawn outside in
match. Still hard to ignore in current form.
Sixth Race
1. So Sublime

2. Downrange

3. Jai Blue

SO SUBLIME stays put off the claim and near miss for high percentage barn with its new acquisitions and Gaffalione stays. Should be
from that first trip at a mile four weeks earlier. DOWNRANGE on the other hand will try a mile for the first time in his short career. A
exiting recent claim for top connections.JAI BLUE wired same kind last time but wheeling back on short rest and not Jaramillo runs to
Downrange this time.
Seventh Race
1. Katano

2. City Roc

3. Shim

KATANO showing big speed in the a.m. since moving into new barn, might be ready to fire a top effort off the bench returning to five
furlongs. CITY ROC will appreciate getting back on his favorite surface after a couple of off the turf tries on the main. Repeat of 5/11
good enough to beat these. SHIM a big question mark after stumbling and losing his rider after the start returning from a one year hiatu
taking plenty of money on 6/7. Figures forwardly placed throughout.
Eighth Race
1. Dark N Cloudy

2. Hasta La Byebye

3. Thunder Mountain

DARK N CLOUDY looks well prepared as they all do when debuting from this barn. By above average debut sire Distorted Humor an
to G1 winner Overanalyze. HASTA LA BYEBYE back to the main track, should benefit from already having a couple of starts under
belt. THUNDER MOUNTAIN comes off a solid, bullet work on 6/13 and has the breeding to suggest talent being out of a G2 placed m
and kin to Fla. Derby winner Dialed In. Must respect First Mondays off that 46 and change gate work at Palm Meadows. Brought $450
yearling purchase.
Ninth Race
1. Beautyofaday

2. Napa Valley Rose

3. Flying Girl

BEAUTYOFADAY has chased home 3/5 Hidden to Win and big class dropper Queens Quarters in last couple while facing wide open

company now getting some class relief slipping into this N3L conditioned claimer. Looks like right one with a trip. NAPA VALLEY
ROSE exits same race as preferred choice on 4/20 when weakening at the end after racing forwardly placed early on. Might prove a bit
sleeper off recent freshening. FLYING GIRL has chased home preferred choice in each of their last four meetings at the open level an
another who fits nicely under conditions of this race while adding blinkers to boot but poorly drawn on extreme outside.

